SHUTTLE RATES:

Services within Dade and Broward Counties

On campus shuttle minimum 2 hours of service:
Mini Shuttle (27 passengers) $127.24 each additional hour $63.62
Motor Coach (55 passengers) $150.58 each additional hour $75.29

One way transfers: picking up from one location and dropping off at another, the bus does not stay with the group.
Mini Shuttle: $297.00 each way
Motor Coach: $324.00 each way

Charter service: 4 hours minimum off campus-bus remains with the group
Mini shuttle: $432.00 each additional hour $91.80
Motor Coach: $453.60 each additional hour $97.20

Services within West Palm Beach

One way transfers: picking up from one location and dropping off at another, the bus does not stay with the group
Mini Shuttle: (27 passengers) $475.20
Motor coach: (55 passengers) $513.00

Charter service: 4 hours minimum off campus-bus remains with the group
Mini shuttle: (27 passengers) $486.00 each additional hour $91.80
Motor Coach: (55 passengers) $540.00 each additional hour $97.20

One day trip to Orlando
Motor coach (55 passengers) $1,620.00 each additional day $783.00
Motor coach (61 passengers) $1,782.00 each additional day $783.00

One day trip to Tampa
Motor coach (55 passengers) $1,674.00 each additional day $783.00
Motor coach (61 passengers) $1,836.00 each additional day $783.00

One day trip to Key West
Motor coach (55 passengers) $1,458.00 each additional day $783.00
Motor coach (61 passengers) $1,593.00 each additional day $783.00

**There will be a 10% administrative fee added to these rates if Parking and Transportation makes the shuttle arrangements.
**The company can provide the cost of one way transfers for any location upon request.
**None of these rates include gratuity for the drivers.
**If there are any overnight trips the group is responsible for lodging for the driver.